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Attorney General

PC Box 9044 Stn Prov Gov’t

Victoria, BC

V8W 9E2

Re: The Experiences of Langley Constituent Kari Bateman and the Family Compensation Act

Dear Honourable David Eby,

Thank you for taking my call a few weeks ago to discuss the issue facing my constituent, Karl Bateman,

with respect to the passing of her late father. This letter is in way of supplement to our phone call, to

clearly lay out the issues facing my constituent.

Kari Bateman is a constituent residing in Langley. In March 2007 her father was diagnosed with

pancreatic cancer, which marked the beginning of a long and difficulty journey for Ms. Bateman and her

family. He was 64 years old at the time. Ms. Bateman’s father was waitlisted for surgery in British

Columbia and ultimately received surgery at the Mayo Clinic in the United States.

The doctors whose care he was under declared him cancer-free.

He received chemotherapy under the supervision of a radiation oncologist at St. Joseph’s Hospital in

Bellingham in partnership with a physician at Royal Columbian in B.C. He experienced side effects from

chemo on the last day of treatment. His doctor was going on vacation and advised him to make sure

that he was hydrated and to attend an emergency room if he had any issues.

His health took a turn and he ended up in an emergency room in B.C. He was advised to stay over night.

He passed away in the morning. According to Ms. Bateman, the ER nurse told her that the physician

attending had commented that allowing her father to pass was the kindest thing to do. The ER physician

maintains that Ms. Bateman’s father was palliative and suffering.
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